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EARLY CHRISTIANITY
A Diversity of Belief

2020

has been quite a year with the Australian bushfires
closely followed by the COVID-19 Pandemic. Most
of us are probably looking forward to Christmas and embracing a
New Year with all its possibilities for a better life. This time of the
year always brings Christmas and Christian images to mind everywhere in the media. Even though Christianity is the world’s largest
religion with an estimated 2.5 billion followers, how much do we
really know about what Jesus actually taught and the early Christian movement?
Even if we aren’t especially interested in the Christian religion, there
is no doubting its fundamental impact on our society, values, and
many of our institutions. In this issue we take look at some of the
lesser known facts related to early Christianity that have come to
light in the 20th and 21st centuries.
More details on this fascinating subject are available from Will
Thackara’s series of articles, Secret Gospels and Lost Christianities,
from Sunrise magazine, December 2003/January 2004, February/
March 2004; June/July 2004; August/September 2004 at:
www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sunrise/53-03-4/xt-wtst.htm
In the First Three Centuries After Jesus: there were widely diverse ChrisDECEMBER 2020 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 3

tian communities scattered throughout the Roman Empire. Different groups
with differing ideas about what Jesus taught, who/what Jesus was, and who
taught different things.
These included: the Jewish-Christian Ebionites; the anti-Jewish Marcionites, a
variety of groups now called ‘Gnostic’; and groups which were the forerunners of
today’s Christian Church - the ‘Proto-Orthodox’.
There was no monolithic Church; no formally defined New Testament; no ruling
orthodoxy; wide disagreement about the observance of Jewish law and basic
theological issues such as the Resurrection and the Divinity of Jesus.
Saint Paul reinterpreted and transformed the teachings of a relatively small Jewish esoteric sect into a growing Gentile movement proclaiming the risen Christ.
Irenaeus (130-202AD) Bishop of Lyon, and Athanasius, Bishop of Alexandria
(296-373AD) fathered a church orthodoxy that became normative theology for
virtually all Christians today.
The First Council of Nicaea in 325AD formulated our view of Christ today
under political pressure from the Emperor Constantine and epitomized in the
Nicene Creed on the nature of Christ (amended in 381AD) as repeated in most
churches at Sunday services throughout the Christian world today.
According to Theosophy: the Christian Jesus is an archetypal-figure representing
the struggles all souls must undergo in search of the Inner God and the New
Testament is an ‘instruction manual’ for enlightened behaviour encouraging us
to follow Christ’s example.
There is scant evidence for the historical Jesus. As far as I know, outside of the
New Testament Gospel account of Jesus life universally accepted by Christians,
there is no archaeological evidence of Jesus existence. There are references to
Jesus in the 1st century Jewish historian, Josephus’s, account of Jewish history,
Antiquities of the Jews, some of which may have been forged by later Christian
writers, but there is a reference in this book to Jesus brother, James, which is
generally agreed to be genuine. The Roman historian Tacitus in his, Annals, written in 115AD, refers to the founder of the Christian movement executed under
Pontius Pilate. Again, this may be a forgery. The Jewish, Mishnah, written around
200AD refers to a magician or sorcerer which may have been a reference to
Jesus. According to Theosophists, it is likely that Jesus is an imaginary construct
based on the life and teachings of a great Syrian or Palestinian spiritual teacher or
‘Avatara’ who lived about a hundred years before the Jesus of the Gospels.
Those seriously interested what Theosophy has to say on this subject may wish to
read the many references in G de Purucker’s: The Esoteric Tradition; The Story
of Jesus; Fundamentals of the Esoteric Philosophy; and the Fountain Source of
Occultism. There is a manual in the series of introductory books on Theosophy entitled: Theosophy and Christianity by Henry T. Edge; Reincarnation and
Christianity by George Macgregor; Reincarnation for the Christian by Quincy
Howe Jnr. HP Blavatsky’s detailed treatment in Studies of Occultism entitled the
‘Esoteric Character of the Gospels’ and her book, The New Testament Commentaries of HP Blavatsky. The Theosophical Path Vol.7 no.3 of September 1914
pages 165-204 contains a fine article by Henry T. Edge and FS Darrow with a
contribution by G de Purucker entitled, ‘Is reincarnation contrary to Christian
doctrine?’. All available online or from our Melbourne library.   – The Editor
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WAS M
JESUS
AN
ESSENE?
Condensed
from
the writings
of Simon
J. Joseph

any scholars accept
that there was some
kind of direct or indirect influence of the ascetic Jewish sect, the Essenes, who had a
community in Qumran near the
Dead Sea, and the original Jesus
movement of Judaism.
The Essenes were a priestly community. Believing in chastity for
their priests. They had their own
version of the Beatitudes; they
referred to a ‘Son of God’; the
famous Dead Sea Scrolls were
found near the remains of their
community in 1947, though
these Scrolls don’t refer to Jesus
or any other Christian character.
The Essenes were located all over
the Middle East including the
areas known today as Israel, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, and Egypt.
They seemed to be most concentrated around Mount Carmel,

Qumran, and Lake Mareotis
near Alexandria, Egypt, where
they were called the Therapeutae
– where our word for Therapeutics (pharmacological medicines)
comes from.
The New Testament does not
mention the Essenes and Jewish tradition does not mention
them either. The 1st Century AD
Jewish historian, Josephus, does
mention Essene and Christian
communities existing in Jerusalem at the same time in the 1st
century AD, so they must have
known of each other.
There are many similarities
between the Essenes and the
Jesus movement of Judaism at
that early period of Christian
history including the following
shared features: a dedication to
Mosaic law; Sabbath observance;
Prophecy; Temple worship; Table fellowship; Social boundaries;
Ritual immersion; Messianism; and an obsession with the
imminent end of the world. The
Essenes and Jesus were in close
proximity geographically and
chronologically. John the Baptist
may have been an Essene as he
has many features of what we
know of the Essenes.
We know very little of the Essene
sect to compare it to Christianity.
It is worth remembering that
Christianity in early times was
seen as a sect of Judaism even for
several centuries AD.
For more information please see:
Jesus, the Essenes, and Christian
Origins: New Light on Ancient
Texts and Communities, by Simon J. Joseph. Baylor University
Press, 2018. Available from our
Melbourne library. 
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WAS
JESUS
IN
KASHMIR,
INDIA?
– Nick
Kravaritis

T

he Bible does not tell us
what Jesus was doing
between the ages of
twelve and thirty. But in India,
Kashmir and Tibet, there is a
long-standing tradition that
Jesus was in India during his
teens and twenties. An ancient
Tibetan manuscript tells the
story. It says that Jesus went
with a caravan of merchants
along the Silk Road to India,
where he studied Hinduism
and Buddhism, came into conflict with Hindu and Zoroastrian priests and was revered by
the people as Saint Issa.
This idea of Jesus going to
India is not as implausible as it
might sound. Merchants regu-
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larly made the journey in those times. A biography of the first-century Greek sage and miracle
worker, Apollonius of Tyana, tells us that he
went to India to study with the Brahmins. The
biography records a lengthy discussion between
Apollonius and a Hindu sage about transmigration of souls. If Jesus did visit India, he would
have been exposed to ideas about reincarnation.
In fact, a passage in one version of the manuscript implies that Jesus taught reincarnation.
The text was discovered in 1887 by a Russian
writer named Nicholas Notovitch. Later, two
other men made the same discovery - Swami
Abhedananda, a Hindu teacher, in 1922, and
Nicholas Roerich, a Russian anthropologist
and famous artist, in 1925. Each of these men
brought back an independent translation of the
text. Notovitch found the manuscript in Hemis,
the largest and best-known monastery in Ladakh. The Chief Lama read to him in Tibetan “
two large bound volumes with leaves yellowed

by time." The lama said that his
copy of the text was written in
Tibetan but had been translated from Pali, the language
in which Buddhist scriptures
were composed, starting in
the fifth century B.C. He told
Notovitch that the Pali manuscript had come from India by
way of Nepal and that it was in
Lhasa, the capital of Tibet.
This account fits in with what
we know about Buddhist history. After Gautama Buddha
died in the fifth century B.C,
his teachings spread north
into Nepal, Tibet, China and
Japan, where original Buddhist
texts were preserved. When
Muslims invaded India in the
twelfth century, they destroyed
many ancient Buddhist manuscripts. But Tibet has saved
many of the teachings that
were lost to the rest of the
Buddhist world. The Tibetan
manuscript at Hemis, therefore, could be a legitimate
Buddhist text, preserved in
Tibet while forgotten in its native country. Notovitch copied
portion of the books as the
lama read them aloud and the
interpreter translated. Notovitch says the text had been
written by "Buddhistic historians." The text itself claims to be
partially based on accounts of
"merchants from Israel."
Although the three independent translations suggest that
the Tibetan manuscript existed
at one time, scholars are reluctant to analyse the text without
seeing the manuscript. But so
far, no one has been able to
produce it. Over a year after

his discovery, Notovitch visited Rome, where he
showed his manuscript to an unnamed cardinal.
The cardinal told him that the text was "no novelty to the Roman Church " and that the Vatican Library possessed "sixty-three complete or
incomplete " documents brought back by Christian missionaries concerning Jesus ' activities in
the East. These came "from India, China, Egypt,
and Arabia," he said. Since 1984, several scholars
and interested persons have tried to get copies
of the manuscript, even asking for help from
the Dalai Lama at his headquarters-in-exile at
Dharmsala, India. So far, no other Westerners
have reported seeing the manuscript. If copies
were at Lhasa, they may have been destroyed
when the Chinese invaded in 1950 and suppressed Buddhism. Let us take a closer look at
what it says Jesus did and what he learned.
Here is a chronology of Jesus' travels, according
to the Hemis manuscript. At the Age of thirteen,
he set out toward the Sind -- a region in present-day southeast Pakistan in the lower Indus
River Valley -- with "the object of perfecting
himself in the Divine word and of studying the
laws of the great Buddhas." His Spiritual power was already apparent, for his "fame spread"
throughout North Sind. He went to Jagannath,
where "the white priests of Brahma made him
a joyous welcome." From the Hindu priests he
learned "to read and understand the Vedas," the
ancient scriptures of the East, and to teach them
to people. He also learned to work miracles: "to
cure by aid of prayer, and to drive out evil spirits
from the bodies of men."
Jesus spent six years between the ages of fourteen and twenty traveling to Jagannath, Rajagriha, Benares and other holy cities, the text tells
us. Not unexpectedly, Jesus became embroiled
in controversy. When he insisted on teaching
the scriptures to the lower castes -- the Vaisyas
(farmers and merchants) and Sudras (peasants
and laborers) -- the priests decided to kill him.
Jesus was warned of their evil intentions, and so
he fled into the foothills of the Himalayas to the
birthplace of Gautama Buddha who had founded Buddhism more than five hundred years
earlier. Jesus spent the next six years in Nepal,
DECEMBER 2020 / «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» 7

according to the text. He
mastered the Pali language
and became "an expositor of
the sacred writings" of Buddhism.
Sometime between the ages
of twenty-seven and twenty-nine, he left the Himalayas and journeyed west,
preaching along the way. The
text says that Jesus returned
to Palestine at the age of
twenty-nine and gives a brief
description of his three-year
ministry. Unlike the four
Gospels, however, the manuscript blames the Romans
rather than the Jews for
Jesus' crucifixion.
Scholars today think that
this is a more accurate version of events. The Romans
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were almost certainly the ones who made the
decision to execute Jesus as crucifixion was
the standard punishment for insurrectionists
in the Roman world. This suggests that the
writers of the Hemis manuscript may have
had access to a tradition about Jesus' life that
was independent of the Gospels. But who
were these writers? Were the authors really
Buddhist historians who interviewed eyewitnesses to the crucifixion? It is difficult to say.
The text seems to have been written from a
Buddhist standpoint, especially since it criticizes Hinduism in several places.
The manuscript tells us that Jesus spent
twelve years studying both Hinduism and
Buddhism and suggests that he learned to
perform miracles at the feet of Hindu sages.
If this is so, he would undoubtedly have been
familiar with reincarnation, which is at the
heart of both religions. The Hemis manuscript itself does not say anything about reincarnation. But Nicholas Roerich, the Russian
artist and anthropologist who published a

manuscript strikingly similar
to the Hemis manuscript,
also quotes from another
manuscript. One passage in
it tells us that Jesus taught
reincarnation. It treats reincarnation in relation to the
question of why people are
born different. The context
is similar to the story in the
Gospel of John about the
man born blind. In John, the
disciples ask what the man
had done in the past to deserve to be born blind.
In Roerich's manuscript,
Jesus asks why some people
are born with talent as singers. Here is the passage as it
appeared in Roerich's travel
diary Himalaya: Said Jesus of
skilled singers: "Whence is
their talent and their power? For in one short life they
could not possibly accumulate a quality of voice and the
knowledge of harmony and
of tone. Are these miracles?
No, because all things take
place as a result of natural
laws. Many thousands of
years ago these people already moulded their harmony and their qualities. And
they come again to learn still
more from varied manifestations." The text is unmistakably confirming reincarnation: "They come again."
Even if the passage doesn't
represent Jesus' authentic
words, it represents the spirit

of his teaching. And this spirit is what comes
out in the Hemis manuscript as well. The picture that we get of Jesus from all these texts
is of a man who is learning, receiving spiritual training and thereby progressing toward
Godhood. By portraying him as both student
and Teacher, these texts suggest that Jesus
wanted us to follow in his footsteps and become Sons of God like him. Perhaps the Vatican really does possess a copy of the Hemis
manuscript or other manuscripts that tell the
same story. If so, why has it not released the
material? The text may give us a hint.
It tells us that Jesus was not born fully divine but that he was an extraordinary human
being who worked to accumulate knowledge
and progress spiritually, just as we may aspire
to do. If he went through a process of learning and growing, that leaves open the door
for us to follow him. Now we can approach
him and identify with him as our brother. Accepting that Jesus needed to study and learn
does not diminish his greatness. But it does
enhance our understanding of a spiritual path
that we can make our own. Having a picture
of what Jesus did in his youth can give us
purpose and direction today. We can all begin
the process of progressing toward godhood
just as Jesus did.
This is the most important message we can
derive from the traditions of Jesus in India.
We find it reinforced in another passage from
the manuscript quoted by Roerich. While it
may not record Jesus ' exact words, it was certainly inspired by him: "Jesus said to them, 'I
came to show human possibilities. What has
been created by me, all men can create. And
that which I am, all men will be. These gifts
belong to all nations and all lands -- For this
is the bread and water of life.” 
– Nick Kravaritis, Melbourne, Australia.

If you are interested in this subject there is another good article, Hemis and Jesus,
by a former Director General of Tourism for Jammu and Kashmir, M. Asgraf, at:
www.jammu.com/ladakh/articles/hemis-and-jesus.htm
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THE VIEW THROUGH
A CHURCH
CHURCH WINDOW
“Lord, give us eyes that we might see”, the Vicar
intoned in the Chapel.

“But how can I change into what I’m not?”, came
the doubtful response of my heart.

bies and sapphires, interspersed with pure white
roses, a Cross, each with a shining centre, barely
visible, yet warm as the Sun. But the window
pane itself was cross-hatched with plain lead
supports for the plain glass window panes.

I thought of the sunset eve, with the Light at its
most glorious at the very point of its departure,
all Creation raising a chorus in its praise, and
how with its return at the dawning, the little
birds would overflow with joy, when warm rays
touch the chord in their hearts.

“Why do you like that one?”, I asked. “I can see
the outside!” said the little girl, “A bird might
come and say ‘hello’, or an angel, or maybe even
God!”. We thought together how the Divine
might come upon us unawares whilst we were
busy with other things.

Then my eyes met those of a little girl seated
nearby, gazing at the stained-glass windows. Not
at the first of the three windows, which depicted
a man gathering a golden harvest of wheat; nor
at the picture of the gardener surrounded by
rosy blossoms and flocks of doves. But she was
looking intently through a plain empty window,
the last of the three windows, with its border
checkered in red and blue stained glass, like ru-

With child-like vision, pure and uncluttered,
we could be such a window, allowing our inner
Christos Self to shine through when the right
moment arrived for It to do so. We have the
potential to perceive the Divine, having the light
of our spiritual Sun within, a clear window free
from the dust of illusion, and an eye receptive to
its light.
– Amanda F. Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.
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All face to face meetings have been cancelled
due to the Covid-19 health emergency

Zoom Online Meetings:

all meetings at our Library Centre in Melbourne
were suspended in March 2020 due to the global
COVID-19 pandemic. We now conduct all our
meetings via Zoom Online on Tuesday nights
from 7.30pm, Melbourne time.
Please check our Theosophy Downunder Website
at: www.theosophydownunder.org for the latest
information and list of meetings available on
Zoom and library hours when we are able to open
our rooms once again. In 2021 we commence
our weekly meetings on Tuesday, January 19th
with a lecture on ‘What is the Ancient Wisdom?’
and thereafter weekly on Tuesdays at 7.30pm
Melbourne time with breaks for the Victorian
school holidays.

New Books in the Melbourne
Library:

The Theosophical Pasadena Library Centre is
at 664 Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield South. Books
are available for loan to regular attendees at our
meetings and U3A students attending the Ancient Wisdom course (Tuesday meetings) or by
mail to members. Newly added to our library:
Two books about the 4th century female philosopher and teacher, Hypatia: Maria Dzielska:
Hypatia of Alexandria, 1995; Edward J. Watts:
Hypatia: the Life and Legend of an Ancient Philosopher, 2017; Robert Lanza with Bob Berman:
Biocentrism: How Life and Consciousness are
the Keys to Understanding the True Nature of
the Universe, 2009; Lesley Jackson: Sekhmet &
Bastet: the Feline Powers of Ancient Egypt, 2nd
ed., 2020; Edward D. Slingerland: Trying Not to
Try: The Art of Effortlessness and the Power of
Spontaneity, 2014; Gregory Little: Path of Souls:
Cygnus, Orion, the Milky Way, Giant Skeletons
in Mounds, & the Smithsonian, 2014; Kenneth
Ring: Lessons from the Light: What we can Learn
from the Near-Death Experience, 2006; Frances

Worthington: Bahai Basics: a Guide to the Beliefs,
Practices, and History of the Bahai Faith, 2012;
Julian Baggini: How the World Thinks: a Global
History of Philosophy, 2018.

New Posts on Our Website: our website

is at: www.theosophydownunder.org
Newly added to our section on Theosophical
Lectures are: Raguel and Narada: Angels of
Vengeance and Angels of Justice- compiled from
the writings of G de Purucker; Two articles in
our ‘Religions in a Nutshell’ series giving outlines
Sikhism, Jainism, and Bahai; The Great Initiates: a
review of Edouard Schure’s classic study reviewed
by Geoff Pascoe; Be-Ness, Being and Non-Being
by Andrew Rooke.

International Headquarters:

The Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a
comprehensive website, www.theosociety.org
where a wide selection of online publications,
information regarding the basic concepts,
objectives and history of the society can be
viewed.

American Section: The online magazine,

The Spiral Path, #3 Autumn Equinox, is available
on the website www.theosocietyamsec.org :
Northwest Branch: A wide range of articles and
all editions of the Theosophy Northwest View
newsletter are listed at: www.theosophy-nw.org

British Section: For all back copies of the

newsletter, Compass, and general information go
to www.theosophical.org.uk

German Section: For general information:
www.theosophie.de

The Netherlands Section: For general

information: http://theosofie.net
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Swedish Section:

www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/index.htm

For online literature in Swedish visit:
theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/
teosofiskabokforlaget/index.htm

Exploring Theosophy: the Synthesis of

Science, Religion and Philosophy: This website,
maintained by David Pratt, features a wide range
of topics relating to theosophy:
http://davidpratt.info

South African Section: Copies of the South

African section newsletter,
Contact, are available by emailing the editor and
national secretary,
Alice Yetman: alice.yetman@gmail.com The latest
Newsletter for September 2020 is on the theme of
Cycles.
Contact person in the greater Durban area:
Grant Holliday, halliday@absamail.co.za Contact
person in the Western Cape: Dewald Bester:
besterdewald@gmail.com

Corona Crisis and Theosophical
Literature about Epidemics and
Pandemics: Armin Zebrowski, National

Secretary of the German Section, has recently
sent us a compilation of some outstanding
theosophical articles related to the Corona virus
pandemic. They include articles on the nature
of germs and infection, and the relationship to
epidemics and the solar cycle.
If you would like a copy please contact:
andrewrooke@hotmail.com

Microbes Revived After 101 Million
Years: Biologists recently unearthed a sample
of bacteria that came from a nutrient-starved
region of the Pacific Ocean. Even though
these microbes had been entirely dormant
for 101.5 million years, once they were fed
a hearty breakfast of nutrients, they were
able to spring back to life. In fact, after 68
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days, 99% of the microbes had fully revived,
and their population had increased by four
orders of magnitude. As Theosophy indicates,
this discovery shows how resilient life can
be and that life as we know it, much less in
other forms we don’t know, could exist in the
harshest environments in space.

Life on the planet Venus: Venus is the
next planet to Earth closer to the Sun and roughly
the same size as our planet. In September 2020
the chemical, Prospine Gas, was found High in
the clouds of Venus, though in November 2020
some scientists disputed these findings. This gas
is only found associated with non-oxygen breathing
bacterial life or human activity on Earth and so it
may indicate that there is bacterial life in the clouds
of Venus, or some sort of life on the surface of
Earth’s companion planet. Theosophical teachings
indicate that Venus is much
more advanced than Earth
in its evolution because
the closer a planet is to the
Sun, the farther along it
is in its current planetary
life cycle. Although Venus,
with an average surface
temperature of 428 degrees Celsius and a sulphuric
acid atmosphere, is a hellish environment for
Earthlings, it is said to be inhabited by highly
intelligent beings as much at home in their habitat
as we are amid the green forests and meadows of
our own planet Earth. 

Don Quixote creator Miguel de
Cervantes wrote: “When life itself
seems lunatic, who knows where
madness lies? Perhaps to be too
practical may be madness. To
surrender dreams, this may be
madness… Maddest of all is to see
life as it is and not as it should be.”
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MORMON CHURCH:
Church of the Latter-Day Saints: founded by
Joseph Smith of Palmyra, New York in 1830.
In 2012, there were an estimated 14.8 million
Mormons, with roughly 57% living inside the
United States. It is estimated that approximately
4.5 million Mormons – roughly 30% of the total
membership – regularly attend services.
In a vision in 1822, the angel Moroni told Smith
the location where there were golden tablets containing God’s revelation and in 1830 Smith pubMormon
lished a translation of them, the Book of Mormon.
Smith declared the coming of Christ’s kingdom in
America and encouraged others to abandon regular churches and false practices such as infant baptism and professional clergy. This created a lot of
opposition and caused the church to move around
various states of the US finishing up in Utah under
a new leader Brigham Young in 1850.
Mormons sought to establish a new ‘Zion’ in
Utah and abandoned many conventional laws
of the state including monogamy with many
Mormons practising polygamy even up to today.
Mormons assert the primacy of the US in the
divine scheme and their perfectionism encouraged them to be very successful business people
owning many corporations. While Mormons
are concentrated in Utah, international missions
have been very successful and the church is now
represented in 65 countries.
Beliefs: similar to regular Christianity in most
beliefs, except Smith believed God is a selfmade, finite entity with an eternal material body.
Through repentance and baptism, anyone may
gain entrance into Christ’s kingdom. Mormonism is male-oriented with polygamy available
to some believers and family-life central to
Mormon piety and organization. Male members share nonprofessional priesthood duties
and they are expected to defer to higher church
authority. Over all are the President, who is
believed to be Smith’s successor, and he still may
receive revelations. In addition there are two
counsellors, and the Council of Twelve Apostles.
14 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2020

The huge temple in Salt Lake City pictured
above, is the main ritual centre containing the
genealogical church records important to Mormons because of their practice of Baptism of the
Dead. The growth of Mormonism throughout
the world comes from a volunteer male missionary force who are expected to do two years of
missionary work in their life. Mormon worship
is non-liturgical and Temple rites bear some
resemblance to Masonic rituals.
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISM (SDA): Founded on the teaching of William Miller (17821849) who believed the world would end in
March 1843. After this didn’t happen (‘The
Great Disappointment’) several Adventist
believers eventually joined together to form
the SDA church. Hiram Edson, Joseph Bates,
and Ellen White (1827-1915), were the central
figures of this new Christian movement.
SDA's believe that in 1844 Christ entered the
most holy place of the heavenly sanctuary to
judge the sins of those living and dead (the ‘Investigative Judgement’); the dead are really dead
i.e. 'asleep' in their graves until the 'Resurrection
Morning'; the observance of the Seventh Day
(Friday sunset to Saturday sunset) as the Sabbath;
and the belief that Ellen White is a true prophet,
whose words and visions are to be revered; all
these beliefs form the basis of the church. In 1860
SDA became the official name of the church and
in 1903 the HQ were located in Washington.

Picture: Ellen White (1827-1915), prophet of the
Seventh Day Adventist Church.

Beliefs: summarized in the 28 Fundamental
Beliefs adopted by the SDA church in 1980.
A literal understanding of the Bible and the
books of Ellen White. SDA is evangelical and
conservative with a major interest in the love
of God for mankind; salvation through Christ
available to all; judgement; and the end of the
world. SDA's believe that these are the last
days, and a judgment will soon take place,
with annihilation for the ‘wicked’ and eternal
life for the saved. After a thousand-year reign
of the saints with Christ in heaven, the wicked will be raised and then along with Satan
will be annihilated. Out of the chaos of the
old Earth, God will create a new Earth which
the redeemed will inhabit as their everlasting
home.
A close and ongoing study of the Bible has led
to strict moral requirements for membership;
including abstention from alcohol and tobacco; strict health laws: NEW START = Nutrition, Exercise, Water, Sunlight, Temperance,

Air, Rest and Trust in God; discouragement of
self-adornment; and an anti-gay stance. Maintenance of Saturday as the Sabbath day is the great
test of loyalty. The church practices believers’
baptism by immersion and the Lord’s Supper
preceded by the ordinance of foot-washing.
Over 25 million people worship weekly in
Seventh-Day Adventist churches worldwide.
The church operates in 202 countries and
has an active mission program in third-world
countries. The church operates over 7,500
schools including over 100 post-secondary
institutions, numerous hospitals, and has
publishing companies worldwide, as well as
an humanitarian aid organization known as
the Adventist Development and Relief Agency (ADRA).
JEHOVAH’S WITNESSES: is a US-based millenarian restorationist Christian denomination with nontrinitarian beliefs distinct from
mainstream Christianity. The group reports a

Picture: Well-known magazines of the Jehovah’s Witnesses.
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worldwide membership of approximately 8.68
million adherents. They believe that the destruction of the present world system is imminent, and that the establishment of God's
kingdom over the earth is the only solution
for all problems faced by humanity; refusal to
salute the flag, celebrate Christmas, or accept
blood transfusions.
Publishers of the well-known magazines The
Watchtower and Awake distributed by their
active missionaries. Founded by American
Charles Taze Russell (1852-1916) a prolific
writer and authoritarian leader. Succeeded by
Joseph Rutherford (1869-1942) who moved
to centralize the movement. During WW II
Jehovah’s Witnesses had a difficult time due
to their refusal to serve in the military. Their
third President Nathan Knorr supervised the
steady growth of the movement which continues today.
Beliefs: absolute belief in God as the ruler of
the Universe who demands unconditional
obedience. Literal interpretation of the Bible.
Jesus was not God but his son and second
place only to his father, Jehovah. Lucifer was
Jehovah’s younger son who destroyed mankind’s original paradise necessitating the
intervention of Christ. The fulfillment of
God’s kingdom will occur dramatically with
the battle of Armageddon, the appearance of
Jesus, the millennial rule of Jesus on earth,
and the glorious ‘Ages to Come’. The process
began in 1914 with the ‘establishment of the
kingdom’ and is ongoing. Only God is immortal but he can restore to life those whom
he wishes – the righteous to live in the new
earthly paradise. In addition, a special remanent of 144,000 is even now being raised to a
greater privilege of eternal life in heaven.
Worship takes place in ‘Kingdom Halls’ and is
instructional, sober and didactic in character.
Baptism by immersion, the Lord’s Supper is a
memorial meal held only on the eve of Pass16 «THEOSOPHY DOWNUNDER» / DECEMBER 2020

over. They reject Trinitarianism; the inherent
immortality of the soul and hellfire, which
they consider to be unscriptural doctrines.
They do not observe Christmas, Easter, birthdays, or other holidays and customs they consider to have pagan origins incompatible with
Christianity. They prefer to use their own
Bible translation, the New World Translation
of the Holy Scriptures. Adherents commonly
refer to their body of beliefs as "The Truth"
and consider themselves to be "in the Truth".
They consider secular society to be morally
corrupt and under the influence of Satan,
and most limit their social interaction with
non-Witnesses. Congregational disciplinary
actions include Disfellowshipping, their term
for formal expulsion and shunning of members who disagree or leave the Church. Disfellowshipping is a last resort for what they
consider serious offences against their beliefs.
Baptized individuals who formally leave
are considered Disassociated and are also
shunned. Disfellowshipped and Disassociated
individuals may eventually be reinstated if
deemed repentant. Ruling HQ in, the Watchtower Bible and Tract Societies, of New York
and Pennsylvania or, the International Bible
Students Association of England. Members
are expected to give complete loyalty to the
movement and to take no part in politics.
SIKHISM ARTICLE: Note of Correction:
‘Sat’ not ‘Sati’: In our September issue there
was a mistake in the recording of one of the
Sikh prayers by Guru Nanak. On the last
page (32), we have put ‘Ek Onkar Sati Naam’.
The word should be, ‘Sat’ (meaning truth),
not ‘Sati’. ‘Sati’ generally refers to the now
outlawed Hindu practice of burning widows
alive when their husbands are cremated, as
per Hindu (Brahmanical) thoughts or views.
This culture was totally banned and prohibited by Guru Nanak as per his message of
equality and dignity for all. 

‘The Path’ by Reginald W. Machell. This symbolic painting hangs in the administration building at the International Headquarters of The Theosophical
Society, Pasadena, California. It is in oil and gesso, measuring 6'2" x 7'5". In
the artist's words, "THE PATH is the way by which the human soul must pass
in its evolution to full spiritual self-consciousness."
A print of this picture is available from the Theosophical University Press
online at: www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/pathpic.htm
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THEOSOPHY AND CHRISTIANITY
I
– Luke
M. Ironside

n brief summary, an examination of Theosophy of Christianity reveals that rather
than being at odds with one another, the latter is really one facet of the former –
Christianity, like all the major world religions, forms one branch of the tree of Ageless Wisdom, and as such shares and expounds the same universally held ideals regarding ethics, spirituality, and the redemption of Man from his state of ignorance or sin. A
clear distinction must be made between Christianity in its exoteric form, as expressed in
the rituals and doctrines of the Church; and Christianity in its inner, or esoteric aspect,
which concerns itself with the Greater Mysteries and the attainment of salvation through
union with God.
We find, therefore, that the teachings of Jesus are in total accord with the central doctrines of Theosophy. If Christ was to return today, he would perhaps find a clearer
expression of his teachings in the Theosophical emphasis on Universal Brotherhood and
tolerance for all Mankind than in the rigid doctrines and persecutions of the Church.
We must only hope that Christianity and Theosophy may be reconciled, and that in such
that the ideal of Universal Brotherhood, expressed by Christ’s instruction to “Love thy
neighbor as thyself”, may be realized; for it is only in the actualization of this ideal that
we may plant the fertile seeds of tolerance and love, and from which may spring forth
the nucleus of Universal Brotherhood which will serve to unite us along the path of
liberation; that each one may bear the sword of the Spirit in the conquest of the self and
raise high the torch of Truth that they may be as bearers of light unto the world.
"He that overcometh, I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God, and he shall go
out thence no more." (Revelations iii. 12)
The complete 11-page article on Theosophy and Christian Thought by Luke M. Ironside
is available by emailing Andrew Rooke at: andrewrooke@hotmail.com

THE FUTURE OF CHRISTIANITY
I
– G de
Purucker

t is my innermost conviction, that there is a possibility of a renaissance of
primitive Christianity in the West.. It will be when among the ranks of the
clergy there shall be found some courageous and high-minded enough to trace
back the origins of their grand teaching, their theology, to Pagan antiquity, finding brotherhood in the fellow-thoughts of the ancient races, of Egypt especially, of
Greece, yes, even of Rome. For then the religion of the West will have fresh blood
flowing through its veins, a new revelation will have come, arising from the spirit,
and a new illumination thrown upon the secrets of the past. Then Christianity will
be properly understood, and will be seen to be grand; for primitive Christianity
was grand because it was the same as Theosophy, the original wisdom of the Gods.
– from G de Purucker, Studies in Occult Philosophy, pages 539-530.
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BETTER
HEALTH
DURING
THE PANDEMIC

‘Do one thing, no matter how small, each day that brings you joy.’
‘Don’t forget the healing powers of humour!’
‘Practice self-care and self-compassion to develop a state of warm, connected presence during difficult moments in our lives.’
‘Connect with your people, it keeps you grounded.’
‘Be kind to yourself. It is okay to not want to do anything. It is okay to spend all day
watching TV in your PJs. It is okay to not come out of this year as an expert in sourdough making, a fitness guru or an artist. I promise that you are doing a great job!’
A Poll Shows That People Are Picking Up Positive Health Habits during the Covid
Pandemic
A survey of 2,000 adults in England revealed that more than a third have picked
up and embraced good habits during lockdown. 7 in 10 said their newfound rituals have made them feel happy and secure, with 65 percent believing that how they
feel day-to-day has improved. 64 percent claim they are exercising more and twothirds of those folks say their wellbeing has improved. 65 percent also said eating a
balanced diet helped. The survey also revealed almost 8 in 10 intend to stick with
the changes they have made recently.
The study by OnePoll also found that throughout the lockdown, fondness for the
outdoors increased, with 29 percent embracing more time spent with nature. Baking and cooking from scratch also rose in popularity, with one in four introducing
this ritual into their lives. It also emerged that 31 percent have developed a penchant
for decluttering their homes. 18 percent of respondents are calming their mind
through meditating or exploring mindfulness during this unsettling period. Being
at home so much more and needing to feel more organized and in control were the
main reasons Britons claim to have picked up new habits and rituals—along with
simply having more time on their hands. More information is available at:

https://www.goodnewsnetwork.org/people-are-creating-healthy-routines-in-pandemic/?utm_campaign=newsletters&utm_
medium=weekly_mailout&utm_source=27-10-2020
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CHRISTIAN

MYSTICISM
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ndividuals who have achieved a mystical
state have difficulty in finding words
adequate to describe the experience,
so our own attempt at description is likely
to be even less adequate, but if there is one
theme which emerges from such testimonies, it is that of a great peace – no doubt
‘the peace that passeth all understanding’
mentioned in the Bible. Gone are the tensions which previously beset them, as they
no longer feel alone and vulnerable in this
turbulent material world. For us ordinary
mortals, even the simple knowledge that
certain people have been blessed in this
way will lift our spirits. There is no need for
one to travel to some distant holy city, nor
even to a local place of public worship, each
of us has at the very core of his own being
that spark of divinity which will abundantly
bless us.

Actually, mystics have indeed left certain
guidelines for the sincere seeker. There are,
it seems three stages:
1. Purgation: As the word denotes, this
means the cleansing of the channels needed
for progress on the Mystic Path. The veil
mentioned earlier is not a material thing,
it comprises the many unworthy thoughts
and selfish desires which usually inhabit the
mortal mind. One is reminded here of the
Noble Path of Buddhism. This may cause
one a period of considerable doubt if any
long-cherished ideas need to be discarded,
and we find an enactment of this in the story of Jesus wandering in the wilderness.
2. Enlightenment: When the seeker is
brought face to face with his real Self (with
a capital ‘S’) his Reincarnating Ego, which
has had many, many incarnations and will
have many more, and is, in the words of

the Egyptian Book of the Dead, a persistent
traveller on the highways of heaven. It is
nearly impossible to describe the seeker’s
feelings at this stage, but a poor example
from the material world might be those of a
dispirited foundling youth who has suddenly discovered that he is of royal lineage. An
interesting point here is that this sixth, or
second highest principle of our constitution
is called in Sanskrit ‘Buddhi’, which itself
means Enlightenment.
3. Union: When the seeker really enters the
house of the Father and finds that which
his material life had caused him to forget, namely, that he is no mere cipher on a
treadmill of fate, but is literally at one with
the Father. This seventh principle is the
highest one in our constitution, being the
seventh ‘day’ of creation, when the Father
was able to rest from creation because no
creation was needed, as our highest principle is pure spirit. Those who have been
blessed with this ineffable experience testify that everything around them seemed
to bathed in a wondrous golden light, and
sometimes that that light seemed to come
from within themselves. For such people,
the need for faith has been banished, as
faith calls for belief in something which one
cannot fully understand, whereas these people have had the full revelation, for which in
ancient times they would have received the
noble title of ‘Seer’.
To make an adequate survey of Christian mysticism down the ages would be a stupendous task,
for it came to both men and women, and to
all classes, whether educated, lay or clergy,
though the actual numbers at any one time
were few. Naturally, the persons so called
were products of their own times, and their
visions were frequently peopled by Jesus,
Satan, devils, angels, etc., of which they had
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JAKOB BOEHME

EMANUEL SWEDENBORG
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WILLIAM BLAKE

THOMAS A’KEMPIS

learned in the religious teachings of their
time. Occasionally, visions began to be experienced without any obvious initiative by
the subject, and such seekers were usually
lay people.
Some examples are:
JAKOB BOEHME: 1575-1624, a farmer’s
son, first a shepherd, then a shoe-maker. He
left a number of writings, which some found
abstruse, but which had a big influence on
later men like Isaac Newton and William
Blake.
EMANUEL SWEDENBORG: 1688-1772.
He did not begin to see visions until aged
55, after which he was author of a number
of books, some allegedly dictated by automatic writing. He also founded a church
[the New Church, represented in Melbourne], which taught that judgement takes
place in this world, not the next. His teachings were later the basis of the Balzac novel
Seraphita.
WILLIAM BLAKE: 1757-1827. He had
visions even in childhood and later learned
much from Boehme and Swedenborg. He
insisted that the Ultimate was revealed in
everything – ‘To see a world in a grain of
sand. And a heaven in a wild flower’.
Many poets show by their writings that
they were keen seekers on the Mystic Path,
even if they did not reach the final ecstasy.
Examples are: Shelly died 1822, Browning
1889, and Tennyson, 1892. In Church circles, there were a great many mystics, and
we find that, despite the many shortcomings
of the clergy, which eventually sparked the
Reformation, the mystic was invariably held
in great honour. Many later founded religious orders. A short list of Christian mystics, in order of the dates of their deaths, is:

Clement of Alexandria A.D. 215; Augustine
430; Scotus of Erigena 877 an Irishman;
Bernard of Clairvaux 1153; Francis of Assisi
1226 first to experience stigmata; Thomas a
Kempis 1471; John of the Cross 1591; Teresa of Avila 1582. The two-last named, John
and Teresa, were Spanish and represented a
sincere desire among some of the clergy to
reform the Church of Rome from within –
the Counter Reformation.
After the Reformation in Northern Europe,
there was an increased interest in science,
and hence in material things, so that interest
in spiritual matters was not so evident, but
we have noted earlier some examples from
the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.
Coming to the 20th and 21st centuries, it
is more difficult to judge, but one example which did surprise me was the late Dag
Hammarskjold, Secretary-General of the
United Nations, who perished in an air
crash in 1961. From his diary, published
posthumously, it was clear that he had read
widely about the mystics of the past, and he
even had Thomas A’Kempis’s, The Imitation
of Christ, with him at his death. It seems
obvious that he had had some great mystical
experience, for he wrote:
‘I don’t know who or what put the question.
I don’t even remember answering, but at
some moment I did answer YES to Someone or Something, and from that hour I was
certain that existence is meaningful and
that therefore my life in self-surrender had
a goal.’
Such complete surrender to the Higher Self
within us all is typical of the mystical experience of any religious tradition around
the world including the Christian mystics –
‘Not my will but Thine be done’. 
– Arthur Swan, Melbourne, Australia.
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BOOK REVIEWS

The Path of Souls:
The Native American Death
Journey: Cygnus, Orion, the
Milky Way, Giant Skeletons in
Mounds, & the Smithsonian
by Gregory Little, Forward &
Afterward by Andrew Collins.
Published by ATA Archetype
Books, 2014.
Review by Geoff Pascoe.
Available in our Melbourne
library.

This book, Path of Souls,
investigates a number of very
interesting features of the
mound-building communities of the Native Americans
who were living in the South
Eastern part of what is now
the United States, before
the arrival of the Spanish in
the Sixteenth Century. The
mounds and earthwork complexes created by these societies – with their geometric
shapes, symbols and figures
of creatures, such as the eagle
– suggest beliefs which focus
on certain star groups in the
night sky, notably the Orion

and Cygnus constellations and
their individual stars, and the
Milky Way itself. These people apparently had knowledge, and rituals based on
that knowledge, to do with
the possible destiny of the
human soul in the after-life,
in its journey through the
celestial regions.
The author, Gregory Little,
and Andrew Collins, who
provides a Foreword and
Afterword, give us a picture
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of what these people believed: about the soul, after
death, being able to rise up
and enter upon a journey
through worlds associated
with parts of the sky. First,
the soul can enter a region
of the Milky Way through
a portal just below the
Belt of Orion. From there
it travels down the Milky
Way till it reaches Deneb,
in Cygnus, at the fork in the
Milky Way. There, it meets
a being, sometimes thought
of as an adversary – often
appearing as a creature
such as an eagle – with a
name like ‘brain-smasher’, or possibly acting as a
judge of the soul. There is a
similar being, conceived as
an Eagle, in Carlos Castaneda’s books about the
world of the Mexican Shaman/Sorcerers. Following
this encounter the soul may
have to pass down into a
kind of underworld, possibly involving reincarnation,
or they may move on, in a
journey to a more desirable,

Serpent Mound: Ohio, USA
heavenly world, referred to
as that ‘of the ancestors.’ We
learn as well, that in the
work of archaeologists,
and others who have dug
through the mounds, there
have been reports of finding huge human skeletons
buried there – possibly as
much as seven feet tall.
This ties in with the reports
of the Spaniards who made
the first expeditions (invasions) in these territories,
of the leaders of the communities being persons of
exceptional height.
Little examines all the archaeological evidence, from
the Nineteenth Century to
the present, of these giant
skeletons being found. He
presents details of the way,
particularly in relation to
the Smithsonian Institution, much of the evidence
was ignored, passed off as
unreliable, suppressed even,
and, in the case of many
skeletons held by museums,
removed when the bones

were returned to Native
American communities to
be reburied.
After this, Little, supported by the work of Andrew
Collins, works away at the
theory that these giants
were descended from an
ancient race called the
Denisovans. Some (small)
remains of these Denisovans have been found in
caves in Siberia, and it is
claimed that they occupied
large areas from the Altai Mountains in Central
Asia, to China and South
East Asia, between 300,000
and 40,000 years ago.
Possibly hybrids of these
Denisovans, Neanderthals
and anatomically modern
humans came into being
around 50,000 to 40,000
years ago – and sometime
afterwards groups of these
hybrids made their way to
the American continent.
It is possible that they
had special knowledge of
the pathways through the
star-worlds, derived from

shamanic abilities, and it
is thought that, with the
Denisovan genes in their
make-up, they would have
been very large-framed
people. Andrew Collins
has written in other books
about their possible role in
also providing the knowledge behind the focus on
certain star-groups found
in relief-carved stones at
Gobekli Tepe in Turkey, as
well as passing on the basic
ideas which we find in the
pyramids and Books of the
Dead in Ancient Egypt.
What is discussed in these
books about the role of
the Cygnus Constellation,
and in particular the star
Deneb, plays into the whole
question of which stars the
Great Pyramid, in its features such as the air-shafts,
are focused on: those of
Orion, as is the case in the
works of Graham Hancock
and Robert Bauval - in
books such as Keepers of
Genesis - or those of Cygnus.
These people, hybrids
with mixed Denisovan,
Neanderthal and modern
human genes, appeared to
have formed an elite in the
communities in which they
lived in America. They very
much directed the ritual
practices, while keeping,
it would seem, their real
inner knowledge to themselves. We learn, indeed,
about this privileged position causing resentment
among the people in some
communities. Little mentions stories among some
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tribes of ‘the masses’ rising
up against this elite priestly
class, whom they saw to be
exploiting their power, and
wiping them (the priestly
elite) out.
The chapter on reports
over the years of finds
by various people which
turned up possible giant
skeletons has perhaps more
detail than you might feel
is necessary, but the rest of
the book is always interesting. There are lots of photos, diagrams, star-maps,
as well as drawings made
by early Europeans in this
part of America – showing
Native American tribes
who have a very tall man as
their leader.
So the book opens up
lines of enquiry into many
intriguing possibilities:
what stars in the sky are
important for the destiny
(and origin?) of human
souls; the presence of giants
in America during the
mound-building period
before the Spanish arrived:
the ritual function of the
colossal earthworks; the
race of the Denisovans: the
origin of Egyptian star-lore; the beliefs of the people
who built Gobekli Tepe.
All of these are areas where
new pieces of knowledge
are coming to light now.
Even if you don’t completely accept, at this stage, all
the theories presented in
the book, you could hardly not be interested in all
these possibilities which
arise from this area of
knowledge – that of the

soul journey into the celestial world of the night sky,
of these Native American
people.
– reviewed by Geoff Pascoe,
Melbourne, Australia.

Hildegard of Bingen’s
Spiritual Remedies, by Dr
Wighard Strehlow, Published by Healing Arts
Press, 2002.
Reviewed by Amanda F.
Rooke.
Available in our Melbourne
library.
This book begins with a discussion and interpretation of
the German Mystic nun of
the Middle Ages, Hildegard of
Bingen’s, holistic, “body, mind,
spirit” system of health and
medicine, in the light of modern medicine. The author, Dr
Wighard Strehlow, is a practitioner of this system, and he
garners his ideas from Hildegard’s six surviving writings.
Hildegard lived from 1098 to
1189 A.D. and as her parents’
tenth child, she was their gift
to the church. She grew up
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in the cloister of the sisters of
the Order of Saint Benedict,
in Disibodenberg. A natural master of many different
fields of knowledge, her life’s
calling enabled her to freely
develop her precocious talents, her inner vision giving
her insights into the workings of the Cosmos, natural
history, theology, music, and
medicine what is now called
psychotherapy. Illustrations in
the book combine Hildegard’s
own didactic pictures, with
charming modern illustrations
of the groups of ailments which
Hildegard based upon the 35
incorrect behaviours, and their
corresponding positive behaviour equivalents [see them
listed at the end of this review].
She believed wellness is based
in returning to God; by accentuating the positives; and
de-accentuating the negatives
over which the positives will
succeed.
Because our world is so entrenched in selfishness and
materiality, we need harsh
reality-checks such as sickness,
disaster, suffering and pain
to shock us into a “brighter
nature” and thus back into connection with the divine nature.
Thus, we learn from suffering
about spiritual values such as
love, discipline, compassion,
and patience. You have to “die”
to your old self, and be born
again as your divine self.
Westerners tend to die of “auto-aggressive” diseases such as
cancer. Such diseases destroy
bodily organs and tissues by
aggression through our own
immune system a lack of the
spiritual and the absence of

cosmic life-energy, what she
called – Viriditas - the power
of “greenness”, which lack is
caused by living in oblivion
and ignorance of God and
Creation. The world/cosmos
suffers disasters, it has got out
of alignment with its creator,
just as we have, when diseased.
Hildegard saw the Creator as
making us in the image of his
Cosmos, which is the living
image of the Creator himself.
So, Hildegard is providing
suggestions for us to put us
back into alignment with the
workings of Creation.
The bulk of the book concerns
the 35 positive and negative
behaviours discussed below, but in greater detail. For
example, regarding Anger
Anger,
foremost of the auto-aggressive
diseases, Hildegard describes
the body's reactions to particular bad behaviours and
which precious stones, foods,
and harmful words cause the
condition. Further she gives
which of the four bodily fluids
are affected, helpful words and
practices to alleviate it, a list of
“Practice Patience” things-todo, The Lessons of Tranquillity,
why we become sick from bad
behaviours, Leaky-Gut syndrome, bile, the humour affected by anger, dietary measures
to take, and spiritual healing,
including Bible readings. There
is an illustration which anthropomorphises Anger, and its
opposite, Patience.
The soul controls the function
of the body via the autonomic
nervous system by sending out
information to the spinal cord
through the spinal nerves. The
nerve fibres enter the spinal

cord left and right through
the dorsal horn, which horn
resembles a butterfly’s wings.
Thus, the body and soul exchange information, thus keeping the body healthy and alive.
She describes this influence
as a dance, a three-act play.
The soul chooses between the
path of negative and positive
behaviours, choosing the latter,
and re-entering synthesis with
its heavenly home. The vices
debilitate, the virtues, strengthen.
These 35, interestingly “hinge”
upon the 35 vertebrae protecting the central nervous system
of the body. They are divided
into five sections, seven cervical, twelve thoracic, five lumbar, five sacral, five coccygeal,
and the skull, which contains
the brain. You can find the list

of the 35 conditions at the end
of this review.
The head “controls” the first
seven virtues, the seven senses. The torso, the seventh to
fifteenth virtues, the digestive
system & its organs. The hip
to the knee operates the sexual
energies. The knee to foot regulates the hip and thigh muscles.
Virtues 31-35 are regulated by
the foot and toes, all the other
powers. 31 for the 7 powers of
the first group (7 ‘scurrilities’),
32 for the 8 powers of the second group, the 8 ‘vagabonds’,
33 for the powers of the third
group (7 ‘magic forces’), 34 for
the 8 powers of the 4th group
(8 ‘avarices’), and 35 for the
guiding force for all the other
forces.
Like the sevenfold selves of
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fold each, subdivisions, making 49, [or more], these seven
divisions are each supervised
by one of the seven “divisions”
of angels, arranged in concentric circles around the central
“immaculate white disk.” This
reminds one of the chakras
and acupressure/acupuncture
needle points. See table below,
the numbers 1-35 of the sins/
virtues relate to the sections
1-35, of the spine/skull.
It’s based on Mankind returning to oneness with God, in
whose image we were made,
and finding balance, with His
creation, each aspect of which
is based on the number four –
the four corners to the earth,
the four elements, the building
blocks of the universe, the four
directions, four winds, and four
“humours” of the human body,
(2 phlegms, & 2 biles) and all
are interlinked. When all the
humours are well balanced and
in the right order, Mankind is
peaceful and is in the best of
bodily health, and is in balance with the four elements of
the world. Different humours
affect and work with/upon,
different aspects of the 5 senses,
and of the bodily organs. There
are 12 animal heads, animal
spirits, within the four directions, each animal breathing
forces into the human form,
and the spirit keepers correspond with the human virtues, and the animals breathe
towards the wheel, and these
winds keep the universe, and
humanity, in balance. Ecological crises indicate separation
from God the Creator, a return
to cosmic love, indicates an
inner sense of peace, security,

and confidence, healing our
depression and anxiety. The
love of the universe liberates
us from today’s worries, anger,
madness, and neuroses and the
collapse of our entire environment.
Then there’s the ‘square’, three
parts earthly, physical, human, and one part heavenly,
spiritual, God. The author, Dr
Strehlow, says the addition
of the fourth side, humanity,
alters the polarity of the square.
Humankind can reinstate the
polarity by living harmoniously
with Creation, thereby giving
all the creative potential and
become a co-creator with God,
because Hildegard thought,
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“Creation is an ongoing activity, as long as life goes on it is
continually evolving. God is at
work in His creation, of which
we are a dynamic part.”
In the Benedictine tradition,
life should be a balance between physical work, and
“recreation”, i.e. time with God.
Our desires dumb us down,
but the soul regenerates us.
The body is regulated by the
soul’s functions, but the latter
is confined by the limits of the
body, which can only accomplish what divine grace permits
it to do. The seven “chakras”
or parts of the sheaths of the
central nervous system, cor-

respond to the seven planets
which radiate into us the seven
gifts of the Holy Spirit.
Further to the Cosmic Life-Energy, (‘Veriditas’)…” They impart “divine life energy” which
flows through the universe,
a lack of this energy can be
life-threatening to us, leaving
visible effects on the human
body – thus we must link up
again with this divine energy.”
God made us a body that the
soul can live in, the soul creates
thoughts sent from God and
produced in the heart, which
thoughts are the written records of the soul, these ascend
into the brain, and thence into
the whole body. Here, the soul
also enters the eyes, which are
the windows to the soul and a
bridge to the macrocosm.
Hildegard used the image
of fireballs to symbolise this
Divine Energy.
Energy They descend
to impart this energy to us,
light-energy penetrating into
physical matter. Modern
physics calls this phenomenon,
‘Biophotons’, which are absorbed by all living things, penetrating the intercellular matrix
of the DNA, as DNA regulates
all live processes and relays
thousands of bits of metabolic information with the help
of this biphotonic language.
Thus, I think this sounds just
like the life-giving hands on the
ends of the sunrays emitting
from the ‘Aten’, of the monotheistic pharaoh Akenaten’s, sundisk on the horizon, Deity.
This energy is sonic, also.
Hildegard believed that every
living thing, minerals included,

Picture: The Benedictine Abbey of St Hildegard.
“vibrates in the divine radiance
and communicates with one
another from distances of hundreds and thousands of miles”,
hence her use of precious and
semi-precious stones in her
therapies. Disease results from
misinformation, and a lack of
biophotons. The innate divine
energy in stones, metals, herbs
and plants, and animals, can be
reflected onto human cells via
the biophotons, to “charge” us
with God’s emanations.
As in the Ying and Yang
diagram of Taoism, male
strong courage and strength,
and female “sensible spiritual
strength”, combine in procreation, to unite “heaven and
earth, body and soul, man and
woman, God and humanity, in
every human being. We are all
a centre of divinity, a temple for
“God, who lives deep inside us”.
Even those born sickly, suffering from genetically-inherited
complaints, can grow up to
be wonderful people, with the
help of God, because God takes
them under his wing, in the
school of life, suffering through
all sorts of trials to be made
whole. From the Bible: Deuteronomy, 32:39: “I kill and I
make alive, I wound and I heal,
and there is none that can be
delivered out of my hand”.
Further, there’s the ‘square’,
three parts earthly, physical,

human, and one part heavenly,
spiritual, God – there is God in
us, and us in God. By seeking
God’s entrance into us, so we
live for Him, we are kept in a
positive ‘vibe’, and maintain
wellness/overcome negativity-causing, disease, as God is
guiding us & we are seeking
Him, renewing our relationship
with Him by replacing egoistic
behaviour with selfless love,
competitiveness with compassion, for one another. “No one
is without need, this makes
us human, be pleased if you
find your own imperfection,
(& problems), because there is
a strong power behind every
weakness.” … “Practice fasting
or meditate on positive virtues
by repeating the mandala-like
words of the virtue until it goes
into your heart, and you will
be free from your addiction”.
Symbols of the imperfections
are: fire, worms, sulphur &
stink, darkness and smog/fog,
the dragon, and the snake. The
book’s last section concerns
fasting, and fasting recipes with
sparing use of spelt bread or
gruel, parsley-honey wine, and
various herbs, e.g.. liquorice,
galingale, etc. combined with
exercise, to cleans the body of
its toxins. Hildegard extends
this synthesis into the vibratory
values of precious/semi-precious, stones, herbs, and the
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guardianship of the ranks the
angelic hierarchy, over these
healing living “materials”. These
stones carry healing energy
which can be transmitted/
transformed to every cell in
the body, and because most
diseases have spiritual origins,
the stones’ healing powers help
repair the “weak energy system
of the soul”.
Hildegard spoke her truth
during the Middle Ages, she
was a woman and a seer, who
found all her wisdom intuitively, from within and for the
good of the human race. It was
during a time when truth was
hidden in hidebound religion.
This was all to find our inner
connection with God, the
source of all life. She only began this work at 60 years of age.
However, this complex system is just one of the paths to
union with God, and this is the
purpose of Hildegard’s methodology, as union with God is
the aim of life, and the source
all goodness, and therefore of
all wellness.
– Reviewed by Amanda F.
Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.

“If we know anything about
a Path at all, or even that
there is a Path, it is because
of the Great Beings who have
walked it before us. The same
way that they wish for us,
then we wish for others –
that is we all be safe, be happy, have good health, enough
to eat, and to live at ease
of heart regardless of what
happens in life.” – a ‘Metta’
prayer (a loving kindness
meditation) by Krishna Das.

VICES, OR NEGATIVE
FORCES:
1
Material love
2
Petulance
3	Love
of Entertainment
4
Hard-Heartedness
5
Cowardice
6
Anger			
7
Inappropriate Mirth
8
Gluttony		
9
Bitterness of Heart
10 Wickedness		
11 Lying			
12 Contention		
13 Unhappiness		
14 Immoderation
15 Doom			
16 Arrogance		
17 Envy			
18 Thirst for Glory
19
Disobedience		
20
Lack of Faith		
21
Desperation		
22
Obscenity		
23
Injustice		
24
Lethargy		
25
Oblivion		
26
Instability		
27
Concern for Worldly
28
Obstinacy		
29
Craving		
30
Discord		
31
Scurrility		
32
Vagabondage		
33
Occultism		
34
Avarice		
35
Melancholy
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VIRTUES, OR POSITIVE
FORCES:
1
Heavenly love
2
Discipline
3
Love of Simplicity
4
Compassion
5
God’s Victory
6
Tranquillity
7
Yearning for God
8
Abstinence
9
Generosity
10
Devotion
11
Truth
12
Peace
13
Blessedness
14
Discretion
15
Salvation
16
Humility
17
Charity
18
Reverence for God
19
Obedience
20
Faith
21
Hope
22
Chastity
23
Justice
24
Fortitude
25
Holiness
26
Stability
27	Goods Heavenly
Desire
28
Remorse
29
Letting Go
30
Concord
31
Reverence
32
Stability
33
Dedication to God
34
Satisfaction
35
Heavenly Joy

RAGUEL
AND
NARADA
ANGELS OF VENGEANCE
and ANGELS OF JUSTICE
– based on the writings of G de Purucker
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2020 HAS INDEED BEEN QUITE A YEAR!
The Australian bushfires in January, the
Covid-19 Pandemic since February, riots in the
USA in June, world-wide Black Lives Matter
demonstrations since July, and controversies
over the pandemic control measures. There is
no doubting that 2020 is a real watershed year
for the world. What is going on here?
CLIMBING THE LADDER OF LIFE: We know
from world traditions and theosophical teachings that there is a spiritual hierarchy above the
human condition that has a vital role in administering the life of humanity and the world. Called
Gods, Goddesses, Demi-Gods, Angels, Archangels, Devas, Devis, Dhyan Chohans, Atua, etc.
As human beings, we are all on the pathway to
a level of this exalted condition sooner or later
depending upon our efforts in the here and now.
As advised by theosophical author, G de Purucker:
“… Try to attune yourself to the Cosmic Life.
That is the pathway, and it is difficult. But it can
be done; and the great Masters of life, whom
[in India] are called Mahatmas [meaning ‘Great
Souls’], are just they who are succeeding in
doing this. The gods have succeeded more than
men have, and there are gods who are but one
stage higher than men. The Christians call them,
Angels. There are gods still higher than these
that I have just spoken of, and they are closer to
the Heart of Being, and the Christians call these
Archangels, and so on up the Ladder of Life…
[Studies in Occultism, page 535]
These higher entities interact with Humanity
to assist and guide us along the path to greater
spiritual awareness. Sometimes this is a painful
and difficult experience breaking old patterns of
behaviour resulting from the spiritual hierarchy
delivering ‘shocks’ to humanity to break patterns
of behaviour which are detrimental to our further progress.
Looking at the world as it is now in the middle
of a global health crisis you can believe in the ancient tales of Angels of Destiny, Vengeance, and
Punishment; yet, at the same time these entities
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are called, Angels of Justice and Balance, known
by many names in the traditions of the world.
In Christian Europe such an Archangel is called
Raguel, Angel of Vengeance and Justice, in India
they know him as Narada, he of the ‘Monkey
Face’, the ‘Strife –Maker’.
THE ARCHANGEL RAGUEL: Angel of Justice:
Let’s start closer to home with the Jewish and
later Christian Angel of Justice, Raguel
Raguel. Interestingly, as we shall see later in reference to the
Hindu Angel of Vengeance, Narada, Raguel’s
name means, ‘Friend of God’ indicating that
there is a compassionate purpose in the apparent acts of Vengeance by this Angel.
Raguel is almost always referred to as the archangel of justice, fairness, harmony, vengeance
and redemption. He is also sometimes known as
the archangel of speech. In the Book of Enoch
cap. XXIII, Raguel is one of the seven angels
whose role is to watch over humanity. His number is six, and his function is to take vengeance
on the ‘world of the luminaries’ who have
transgressed God's laws. This can be interpreted
to mean that, for a cause, he brings other angels
to account.
Raguel's duties have remained the same across
Jewish and Christian traditions. Much like a
sheriff or constable, Raguel's purpose has always
been to keep fallen angels and demons in check,
delivering heinous judgment upon any that
over-step their boundaries. He has been known
to destroy wicked spirits, and cast fallen angels
into Hell - called Gehenna in the Hebrew Old
Testament and called Tartarus in the Greek New
Testament.
Raguel is not mentioned in the canonical writings of the Bible. However, in 2 Enoch, which is
generally considered a non-canonical book, the
patriarch Enoch was carried as a mortal to and
from Heaven by the angels Raguel and Sariel.
Possible historical references to a similar figure
from other cultures can be found in Babylonian
culture as "Rag" (some translations say ‘Ragumu’), and in Sumerian as "Rig" which means, ‘to
talk’, or ‘speech’. Thus, these similar characters

Picture: The Archangel Raguel, Angel of Justice,
‘Friend of God’
represented balance in those cultures as well.
So Raguel in Western tradition represents the
Angel of Vengeance but, ‘vengeance’ with the
purpose of setting the record right and improving the life of humanity through a kind of
‘Cosmic Tough-Love’.
OTHER ANGELS AND ARCHANGELS OF
VENGEANCE: According to Catholic doctrine,
the twelve Angels of Vengeance were amongst
the first formed at Creation, all angels being
formed at one and the same time.
Only six of these Angels of Vengeance are
known by name – Satanel, Michael, Gabriel,
Uriel, Raphael, and Nathanel (Zathael). They
seem to be interchangeable with the Angels
of the Presence, and since twelve of these are
known by name, six of them may be included in
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the Vengeances: Suriel, Jehoel, Zagzagel, Akatriel, Metatron, and Yefefiah.
In addition, in Jewish lore there are seven Angels of Punishment administered by five Archangels of Punishment. Gets a bit complicated
doesn’t it!
What of the Indian God of Vengeance, Narada,
and his role in the life of humanity?
NARADA, IN INDIAN TRADITION OR
‘PESH-HUN’ IN TIBET:
Of all the incomprehensible characters in the
great Indian epic, the Mahabharata, and the The
Puranas (ancient Hindu texts that tell stories of
the creation of the world, legends of the gods,
and explanations of how to perform religious
rituals), Narada, son of Brahmâ in the Matsya Purana, the progeny of Kasyapa (a revered
sage of Hinduism) and the daughter of Daksha
(Hindu Lord of Creation and Population) in the
Vishnu Purana, is the most mysterious.
He is referred to by the honourable title of Deva
Rishi (Divine Rishi, being more advanced than a
Demi-God) by Parasara (the author of the Vishnu Purana), and yet he is cursed by Daksha and
even by Brahmâ (Creator and first God of the
Hindu Trinity, Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva).
There are contradictory statements about Narada in the ancient books of the Hindus. Thus, he
is shown as refusing positively to create (have
progeny), and even as calling his father Brahmâ
"a false teacher" for advising him to get married;
nevertheless, in contradiction, he is referred to
as one of the Prajapati, or, "progenitors"!
Narada is closely connected with the secret cycles or Kalpas. He plays an important part in the
evolution of the different ages from beginning
to end. According to Indian tradition, he is the
ruler of events during the various karmic cycles.
He is considered to be a Demi-God, or a,
Dhyani Chohan (‘Lord of Meditation’, meaning,
the kingdom of the entities immediately above
the human kingdom) in theosophical terms
following Tibetan tradition where he is called,
Pesh-Hun, the Messenger, or the Greek word,
‘Angelos’, the sole confidant and executor of the
universal decrees of Karma throughout a cycle
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of human development. ‘Pesh-Hun’ is the mysterious guiding intelligent power, which gives the
impulse to, and regulates the impetus of cycles,
kalpas, and universal events.

Picture: Narada, a Vedic sage, famous in Hindu
traditions as a travelling musician and storyteller, who carries news and enlightening wisdom.
He is depicted carrying a, ‘khartal’, (musical instrument) and, ‘tanpura’, with the name, ‘Mahathi’, and is generally regarded as one of the great
masters of the ancient musical instrument. He
uses this instrument to accompany his singing
of hymns, prayers, and mantras.
It is Narada who has charge of our national
progress good or bad. It is he who brings on
wars and puts an end to them. Pesh-Hun is
credited with having calculated and recorded all
the astronomical and cosmical cycles to come,
and with having taught the Science of Astrology/Astronomy to the first astrologers and
astronomers.
Narada is Karma's visible adjuster on a general

scale; the inspirer and the leader of the greatest
heroes of this Manvantara. In the ancient Indian
sacred writings, he is referred to by some very
uncomplimentary names; such as ‘Kali-Karaka’,
Strife-Maker, ‘Kapi-Yaktra’, Monkey-Faced, and
even, ‘Pisuna’, the Spy, though elsewhere he is
called the honourable title of a Creator God,,
‘Deva-Brahma’.
He could be compared in the Western tradition
to Hermes and Mercury as a Messenger of the
Gods. He is amongst the very first ‘Adversary’
Gods that one meets with in old Puranic literature. He is one of the greatest Rishis (sages)
and Yogis (sages whop seek union with God)
-- Narada, in his role as the ‘Strife-Maker’ could,
in a way, be thought of an archetype of ‘Satan’ in
the sense of an adversary in the Western understanding.
Narada is the leader of the, Gandharvas, the
celestial singers and musicians; esoterically, the
reason for it is explained by the fact that the
latter (the Gandharvas) are "the instructors of
men in the secret sciences." Perhaps also he is
pictured as a musician as he may work through
vibration and energetic frequencies.
If we remember what is said of this class of Angels in Enoch and in the Bible, then the allegory
is plain: their leader, Narada, while refusing
to procreate, leads men to become eventually
reborn as Gods.
WHO OR WHAT IS NARADA?
So, what does all this traditional information
mean about the identity of Narada and his work
in the world? Narada as the Hindus call him,
Pesh-Hun as the Tibetans call him, is an agent
of karma in the world. He is an active agent of
destiny from the spiritual hierarchy whose job it
is to be the disturber of man's ways in order that
the mandates of divine justice shall be carried
out. He is also the bringer of peace and the restorer of harmony.
He is a Dhyan Chohan of the highest, or next to
the highest class, or what the Christians would
call an Archangel.
He is Prajapati, or the parent of offspring - maybe of mind-born children.

He is a Manu or an exalted being which appears
at the beginning and end of human Root Races;
He is a Rishi or great spiritual teacher because of
his duties in communicating secret teachings to
the human spiritual instructors of mankind.
NARADA: AGENT OF KARMA:
So, what are the functions of Narada?
Agent of Karma: Typically, those of carrying out
Karmic Destiny. What the ‘Lipikas’, or Recorders
of every thought and action have written down,
Narada as an individual agent or as an individuality, as an Archangel, sees are carried out. He is
the agent of karmic destiny. The consequence is
that, just because destiny to us humans is often
so unpleasant due to our own faults and failings
in the past, Narada has been given very uncomplimentary titles by those who have seen his
work in the world and in the world of men and
who do not like it.
WHEN TIMES ARE GOOD: When people
do like it, when it is something that humans
like, he is given very complimentary titles: the
‘Benefactor’, the ‘Kindly Helper’, the ‘Warrior for
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Mankind’, the bringer about of all the good things
in destiny.
WHEN TIMES ARE BAD: But when as an
impartial, impersonal agent of karmic destiny
he brings about trouble on the human race, then
he is given very uncomplimentary names, as for
instance he is called ‘Kali-Kara’, the ‘Strife-Producer’, because in the course of human destiny it
is his work to bring about war and peace.

HOW DOES NARADA WORK IN THE
WORLD?
Sometimes he overshadows men of the proper
psychological, spiritual, intellectual, and even
physical temperament and works through them.

Men of Destiny: These men and women then are
called Men of Destiny. They may not in themselves be even good men or women, which is
another reason why Narada is often spoken of in
uncomplimentary terms; but they may also be
NARADA: PREVENTING THE KARMIC DAM good men/women.
But they are used as instruments and tools to
BURSTING:
carry out, to bring to pass, certain things that
Being a Dhyani-Chohan, (the evolutionary stage
above humans just as humans are an evolutionary are lying in the womb of time and must come
stage above animals) he cannot come amongst us out, and there must be a guiding spiritual power
and work as a human being does, because he be- to see that the performing of these events shall
longs to a much higher kingdom, among the very take place without the complete wrecking of
mankind. This is Narada's work: a Protector of
highest of the three Dhyan-Chohanic kingdoms.
mankind and also an Avenger.
He is an impersonal, impartial agent of destiny.
Examples of the instruments of Narada’s work
in the world, the Men of Destiny, are scattered
through the pages of history.

His duty is to see that the world is protected, that
karmic law, destiny, be carried out irrespective of
consequences; for it is the only way to re-establish law, order, equilibrium, justice, and ultimate
wisdom and peace.
Otherwise, Nature left to its own device’s would
be piling up a vast accumulation of unexpended
karma like a dam wall about to burst because too
much water had piled up behind it. In time, such
a burst dam of accumulated karma might flood
the human race and utterly destroy it!
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Sometimes they are manifestly Evil Men: Napoleon for instance, Julius Caesar, or Alexander
the Great -- three men who, if you judge them
in the balance of ordinary human justice, are
three evildoers because they were all upsetters,
all destroyers of convention and of established
things. But the world lived through them, and
yet who were they? Average men, each one with
a peculiar cast, psychological and other, which
Narada could work through to bring about the
karmic changes. In other words, Narada is a
kind of Siva, Destroyer and Regenerator, but his
destructions are always beneficial, he is always
on the side of liberty, absolute justice to all irrespective of anything, and on the side of progress.
They are notable historical instances of men of
destiny, who were used almost as pawns precisely because of their weaknesses and distorted
strength to bring about noble things despite
these men themselves.
Sometimes they are workers for the Good: such
as Winston Churchill who once told his body-

according to law because the agents of law, the
agents of karma, are there to hold it firm. Destiny is held firmly in the hands of the gods; or
as the early Christians phrased it, the world is
ruled by God Almighty through the hierarchy of
Angels.
These Angels carry out the decrees of destiny,
and we have remnants in Christian teaching
today for instance when they speak of the Angel
of Death or the Angel of Destiny or the Angel of
Disease -- or turning to the New Testament, the
Four Angels (Horsemen) of the Apocalypse War, Disease, Famine, and Death.

guard, after narrowly missing being killed in
a London air-raid during World War II, that
he had been told (presumably by some supernatural means) that he would not die until his
work in the world was done. Winston Churchill
clearly had many weaknesses as a military commander (the disastrous Gallipoli campaign in
World War I, for example) and he suffered from
clinical depression (what he called his ‘Black
Dog’) - but look at what he achieved for the
world during WW II!

NARADA: THE STRIFE-PRODUCER:
Now it is Narada who is in charge of these
karmic productions of destiny. No wonder he is
called ‘Kali-Kara’, the ‘Strife-Producer.’ He does
not produce it out of nothing, out of a diabolic
wish to injure mankind. He is simply the agent
of karmic destiny bringing about, for instance,
the breaking up of old crystallized moulds of
mind or conditions of thought which are becoming a spiritual opiate for mankind.
Narada is not only the agent of karmic destiny
but is mankind's saviour, the bringer about of
man's evolutionary progress, the bringer about
of change tending upwards to nobler things, and
likewise paradoxically enough the bringer about
or restorer of spiritual and intellectual stability. Because there can be no stability when an
accumulated reservoir of karma is waiting and
threatening to burst the karmic ‘dam’ and cause
devastation and destruction indiscriminately.

THE WORK OF THE SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY IN THE WORLD:
According to the Ancient Wisdom, the world
is ruled and governed by spiritual and highly
intellectual powers. For instance, on our Earth
(globe D of our planetary chain) not a thing
takes place by chance.
Everything that takes place on this Earth, in
the solar system, in the sun, or in the galaxy,
takes place according to law; and it takes place
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even those who are hurt to see and to say: "Why,
it is the very best thing to happen. Now we
understand the Master's teaching. Now religion
has become a vital moving thing in my heart. It
guides life. It is something to believe in and to
live by."
This was the work of Narada. But during that
time, what did Narada do? He was a Kali-Kara,
Strife-Producer, he had to break the shell.

NARADA: BREAKING THE SHELLS OF
CRYSTALLIZED BELIEF:
For example, suppose a religion had lost the inspiration of its Founder and become a jumble of
theological dogmas administered by self-interested religious professionals? What does Narada do? Narada breaks that shell, releases the
imprisoned spirit once again. Of course, there
is lots of trouble. Narada, in such an instance,
works to release and restore to its pristine power
and influence the imprisoned and perhaps forgotten spirit of the Founder.
It may be done quickly in a crash, in a disaster.
Or it may be done through years and years and
years of slow expansion and breaking of the old
shell.
Narada works in various ways always according
to destiny and always in the kindest way that
he can work, because he is a regenerator and
a builder. Instead of the dogmas and spiritual
formulae, people begin to think and to question.
They want the spirit. They burst the shell; overthrow the forms. And we have a great religious
revival or regeneration in a case like that.
But of course, it is a painful process. Millions
of their followers don't like it. It is only after
Time, the magic agent, has softened the woes of
adversity, of the bursting shell, and has brought
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NARADA’S WORK DURING THE COVID
PANDEMIC:
Similarly, we can perhaps see that there are
many positives in the physical world resulting
from the current Covid pandemic in addition to
the obvious hardships. These would include:
• The reduction in pollution of all kinds with the
reduction in travel and economic activity;
• The subsequent rebounding of life in the
oceans and animal life in the wilds where human activity has been reduced;
• a new appreciation for the helping professions
such as teaching and the health professions in
our cities.
But our focus in this article is with the causes
of suffering in the world from the viewpoint of
esoteric philosophy. So, from this perspective,
further positives to be taken from the current
state of the world may include:
Developing a sense of Empathy and Compassion through Suffering: Suffering is a necessary
background to the development of empathy and
compassion. When there are dramatic conditions in the world, by so much greater are our
opportunities to show compassion and develop
understanding.
Modifying our extreme sense of Individual
Entitlement in the Western world: The current
state of Pandemic encourages us to overcome
the extreme individualism and sense of entitlement that has become rampant in the Western
world, especially in the USA and Australia. As
the Ancient Wisdom tells us, at the higher levels
of our being, we are all in a state of Unity and
eventually we must learn to forgo our individu-

The Spiritual Hierarchy has not abandoned us:
Don’t think that we have ever been abandoned
by the spiritual hierarchy of light. They are
constantly at work guiding and assisting our
efforts to make a better world – but it is up to us
to reach up to them as they reach down to us to
help.
Being Better People – Everyone of Us: We all
have the opportunity to be better people no matter how outwardly humble may be our status in
this world. We can add to the ‘reservoir of good
karma’ which is all that the Masters of Wisdom
can use to help us. What we are from day to day
is therefore terrifically important. Perhaps lockdowns give us more time in our normally hectic
modern lifestyle to consider some of the great
questions of life and death and where we fit into
the big picture of life’s meaning.

alism for the greater good of the One, or in our
case, of the collective community. In our current
situation, we have to work together to overcome the spread and control of the Covid virus.
If we don’t, we’ll soon be forced to cooperate
through lock-downs or risk increasing numbers
of infected people. We have to learn about the
practical aspects of Unity to truly respect others
and cooperate with them for the sake of a better
future for all of us.

Spirituality is not just an Intellectual Exercise:
This doesn’t have to be an intellectual exercise
– attending lectures, seminars, ZOOM online
meetings, etc. but living a sincere and good life
is equally, if not much more, important. It is as
though we are living in a fog of negative thought
with the Sun of spiritual reality shining above
the fog. Intellectual effort and living a good life
can equally poke holes in this fog. As Plato said:
‘Living the Good Life is a Work of Art’.
Narada’s Work in the World:
Narada's functions therefore are spiritual, intellectual as well as psychic.
The main point to grasp first is that our universe
is governed by law and by order emanating from
intelligent and spiritual sources and consequently that everything that happens in that universe
is within that sway of law and under the sway
of that order, and in consequence there is no
chance, and therefore that whatever happens has
been caused -- karma.
The first thing this teaches us is to stop sitting in
the judgment seat upon other men it teaches us
to stop arrogating to ourselves the all-capacity to
condemn others. As it says in the Bible: “Judge
not that ye be not judged.”
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But keep it in mind that Narada works, call him
an Angel of Destiny, an Archangel of Destiny, or a Dhyan-Chohan whose work in the
world is just that, guiding mankind and the
other kingdoms too, guiding mankind's steps
through tribulation and suffering from their
own folly, towards freedom, wisdom, and love,
with his immensely strong hand of a friend…
upwards and onwards through suffering and
pain, through joy and peace, through war and
disturbance, through attainment and progress,
upwards and onwards forever.
– based on G de Purucker’s book,
The Fountain Source of Occultism,
pages: 689-695 with additional material and
comments by Andrew Rooke.
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FURTHER READING:
• Gustav Davidson: A Dictionary of Angels:
Including the Fallen Angels, 1967.
• Raguel (Angel): Wikipedia.
• Narada: Theosophy,
Vol.61 no.3, January 1973: pages: 75-78.
• ‘Narada’ by G. De Purucker an address given
in 1942 and published in 1974 as an appendix
to the Fountain Source of Occultism.
• Why is Life so Tough for so Many people?
Part 2: Human Dimensions by Andrew Rooke.
Theosophy Downunder, No. 137, September
2020.

I asked for strength and
God gave me difficulties to make me strong.
I asked for wisdom and
God gave me problems to solve.
I asked for prosperity and
God gave me brawn and brains to work.
I asked for courage and
God gave me dangers to overcome.
I asked for patience and
God placed me in situations
where I was forced to wait.
I asked for love and
God gave me troubled people to help.
I asked for favors and
God gave me opportunities.
I received nothing I wanted
I received everything I needed.
My prayers have all been answered.
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